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Local boys skating on the frozen waters of the New Reach early
in the last century, as captured by the camera of a member of
the Goodwin family of Halesworth.

THE ACTING CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE

On our thirtieth anniversary we find ourselves in a time
of change at the Museum. Mike Fordham, our Curator
of many years, has moved away to Norfolk. We send
Mike and Marian our best wishes in their new home.
Mike will, we hope, visit the Museum from time to
time.
Brian Holmes has also relinquished his position as
Chairman, again after many years of service. We are
pleased to say that Brian will still be helping in the
Museum.
At this moment of change, the Museum is facing a number of challenges. With
Mike’s departure, the most important task is to create a team to perform the
curatorial work of the museum, to catalogue acquisitions and take care of the
collection. Luckily we have a number of volunteers who have worked with Mike
and, with the help of others, are in a position to take this task forward.
Along with most museums, we have a problem of storage. We have investigated
a number of options over the years and have adopted a range of temporary
solutions. This problem now urgently needs to be solved. One option is to hire
commercial storage space but other possibilities are being looked at. If you know
of available secure storage, please let us know!
However not all the challenges we have are problematical; they are a function of
our growth. We now have thirty volunteers who we can call on for help. Not all
are to be seen regularly in the Museum. Many are working in the background or
at home on vital tasks. Despite this cornucopia of talents, we need more
volunteers to help with existing projects and to progress new ones.
We have achieved great things over the last thirty years. What will the next thirty
years bring?

30 YEARS ON
It is 30 years since Halesworth and District Museum first opened its doors. Retiring
Chairman, Brian Holmes, reflects on the early days.
Brian Holmes (centre) with Acting
Chair, Brian Howard, and Pat Holmes,
at the Museum’s 30th Anniversary party
in November.

Nearly thirty years ago, Alan Holzer and I spent a morning cleaning and varnishing the
wooden floor of the former Pig Movement Licence Office in Steeple End, next door to the
County Library. At the time, Alan was a Town Councillor and had been invited to set up a
museum for Halesworth and the surrounding district by Mrs Joan Lee, Chair of the Council.
The two small rooms and a lean-to garage were unoccupied and were deemed suitable to
display artefacts from the area. After refurbishment, the call went out for items of historical
interest, large or small.
Very soon a mixed collection of objects, photographs and paperwork began to accrue and a
band of willing volunteers set up display boards, shelving and a glass case (donated by the
Denny family) so that objects could be displayed for visitors.
Opening hours were limited at first to Wednesday and Sunday afternoons, as few people were
free to act as stewards at other times. In those days a Dickensian Evening was held just before
Christmas, which provided a great opportunity to recruit more volunteers and friends. Roger
Woolnough, suitably dressed as Scrooge, lured visitors to his high desk and persuaded them
to become Friends and give donations to the Museum. These evenings were very successful
and popular for a few years.
When charitable status was achieved in 1990, access to other funding became possible, but it
came with certain conditions. This meant that sensitive items had to be conserved and
displayed in a controlled environment. Purpose-built glass showcases were needed to achieve
this, and a record of the temperature and humidity of the building had to be kept. The
excavations of the new relief road and the Angel site raised the profile of the Museum by
attracting the British Archaeological Awards in two categories in 1992 and enabled the
purchase of four large showcases.
Mike Fordham had been appointed as Curator and, under his guidance, the various collection
policies were developed so that the requirements of an accredited museum could be met.

GOODBYE TO MIKE FORDHAM
After 25 years as the Museum’s Curator, Mike Fordham has moved on to new things in a
new home. It’s fitting to recall here his many achievements for the Museum and the town

It was a lucky chance that brought Mike Fordham to Halesworth at the time when the Museum
was just getting on its feet in the 1980s. Born in Greenwich and teaching in Blackheath after
gaining a degree in Economic and Social History, it was when visiting family in Holton that
Mike, with Marian, his wife, decided that this was the corner of the country in which to spend
the next stage of their life. There were deep family roots in Norfolk but this was a new area
to them.
They had only been here a month when Mike went along to an open evening at the Museum,
then still quite new in its home in the Steeple End Almshouses. When his historical
background and the fact that he had already done some archaeological work became known,
he was pounced on. “We need someone. Here are the keys” is what he recalls being said on
that evening. It was the start of an association which has lasted 25 years.
As a keen historian Mike was astonished at how little research seemed to have been done into
the origins and development of the town but, within months, his big chance came when news
broke of the proposed relief road. Along with a small team (among them Gilbert Burroughes,
Ron Manning and Eddie Hyde-Clarke) Mike got permission to keep a watching brief on the
work and soon began to find interesting pottery. With the approval of the County

Archaeologist, the team became more and more deeply involved. For the next five years there
were digs: behind the Angel, in the area of the new bridge, in the garden of Barclay’s Bank
and elsewhere. A multi-layered history emerged, from the Mesolithic through to the postmediaeval. Early flints, Iron Age and Saxon pottery, a pottery kiln, mediaeval buildings one
on top of another, and much more emerged.
In 1992, the work being carried on in Halesworth earned the Museum a place in the short-list
for the British Archaeological Awards and the Museum achieved runner-up status in the
Educational Awards section, a rare distinction in competition with much larger and more
prestigious organisations.
Meanwhile, in 1989, the Museum had been established as an independent charitable trust.
Then came the next challenge. With the removal of the County Library from Steeple End into
its new Bridge Street home, the ground floor of the Almshouses became fully accessible. It
was only the scale of the rent required that prevented the Museum expanding on site. By this
stage more space was badly needed. Relief came when the possibility of taking up a new home
in the Railway Station, along with other community users came along. The move was made
in 2000, with the aid of a European grant. Mike proudly recalls that the net cost of that removal
was just £15,000.

Mike with Museum
Chairman, Ron
Manning, outside the
Steeple End premises in
1989

Backed by Mike’s keenness to see the Museum as a research centre for the origins of the town,
its mediaeval and post-mediaeval history, the Trustees steadily developed the Museum across
these years. A string of publications penned by Mike on aspects of that history have gone a
long way to fill the gaps in our history which he observed when he first came to the town.
Now, as Mike moves on to a new life in north-west Norfolk, we shall be able to build on the
firmest of foundations established by his 25 years of committed, unflagging and – it is
important to say – entirely voluntary service to the Museum and the town.
Thanks, Mike.

LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT
Jenny Janes continues her quest for the ‘little left-overs of history’, going west this time
from Halesworth to explore Walpole and Cookley

Before moving on through the villages around Halesworth in search of little curiosities, I am
grateful to Helen Wallace for clarifying that the building in Holton that I described as the
blacksmith’s shop of William Briggs (Newsletter, Winter 2014), was only used briefly as such
in 1979/80 after the original was demolished. The building was actually the wheelwright’s,
with the blacksmith’s shop standing to the right in the time of Mr. Briggs.
But, continuing my journey and taking the Walpole road out of Halesworth, we cross over the
River Blyth by a brick bridge with an inset stone marked:
By Subscription 1778
Reconstructed 1939

Does anyone know any more about this?
Then, past Walpole Old Chapel, one of the oldest
non-conformist chapels in England, adapted from a
sixteenth-century farmhouse, and into Walpole
itself, the name appearing in the Domesday Book,
1086, as Walepola - ‘Pool of the Britons’, (OE walh
(genitive plural wala) + pōl). A neat little village
with a couple of former inns, one with the old shop
attached (still advertising Lyons Tea beneath the
wrought-iron balcony in the picture to the right),
thatched cottages and a former primitive Methodist
Chapel opposite the ancient St Mary’s Church, the
latter somewhat bastardised by the Victorian
architect Henry Medgett Eyton of London and
Ipswich, and now unused.

A notice inside the church states that there is a scratch sundial on the east corner of the Norman
porch, but, frustratingly, I could not find it! Typically found on the south wall of a church near
the main or the priest’s door some 5 feet above ground, about 8-9 inches across and roughly
cut, they vary from semi-circles of dots to complete circles with radii. The wood or metal
gnomon or stationary arm in the centre is usually missing from surviving examples. Casting
the sun’s shadow, they were used from Anglo-Saxon times to tell the time until mechanical
clocks appeared in the 14th century.
By contrast, the village of Cookley, to the north-west of Walpole and the other side of the
River Blyth, is described as an area of ‘dispersed settlement’ as it is made up of small groups
of houses and single farms, and typical of this part of East Suffolk.
St Michael’s Church is the only building of note, although a house to the south apparently
contains evidence of an aisled hall c1200, and was, perhaps, the priest’s house or the manor
house. The existence of a church is noted in the Domesday Book, and there is much evidence
of alterations through the ages, with that of a restoration about 1894 being, like so many
around the time, the most ruthless. The Stuart pulpit was thrown out, but fortunately retrieved
by the people of Chediston where it can be seen in that church today. One of the uprights of
the medieval roodscreen was rescued from a chicken-shed in Huntingfield in the 1930s and is
now bolted into its correct position beside the chancel arch. Some panels survive in the choir
stalls, but the rest has presumably rotted away in one farmyard or another.
Today, St Michael’s is an unassuming little church full of treasures for those seeking little
things. So look out for the 15th-century traceried bench ends with carved figures by the wall,
the medieval graffiti framed and preserved, the mounted William Browne brasses, (similar to
the John Browne brasses of St Mary’s Church, Halesworth – surely there must be a
connection), and the carved half-figures on the end of the roof beams.
And, hidden behind the font, set into the floor is the
ornate 19th-century heating control made by Gidney
of Dereham, which shows they held the Royal
Warrant of Appointment to the royal family. Founded
in the 18th century, the agricultural and engineering
firm of Jeremiah William Gidney made wire fencing
and farm implements; by 1864, his son, William
Thomas Gidney, had an iron and brass foundry as well
as being a coal merchant. Royal Warrants can be
traced back to medieval times, when competition for
royal favour was intense. By the 15th century, the Lord
Chamberlain, as head of the Royal Household, was
formally appointing tradespeople who began
displaying the royal arms in the 1800s, as still happens
today.
So we leave two little villages with a population between them of less than 400. Yet what a
wealth of little things that mean a lot!

THE JOYS OF VOLUNTEERING
Alison Whale explains how she became a Museum volunteer and what she’s up to now.

My association with Halesworth Museum began quite unexpectedly, in June of this year. I
had been examining a very large old Bible my Grandfather had bought from a sale ground in
Halesworth many years earlier. Inside the front cover, on foxed cream paper, alongside handwritten biblical verses dated 23rd January 1856, was a woman’s name and her rather grand
sounding residence. I began to wonder who she was.
After some fruitless online searches for the woman’s identity, I turned to Halesworth Museum
to assist me in my quest. When I checked the website for contact details I was intrigued to see
advertised the opportunity to become a Volunteer, to fulfil any one of a variety of functions:
stewarding, education, cataloguing, scanning, research, transcriptions or administration.
At the time I was studying Colonial History with the Open University and had previously
undertaken a family and community history course, and so felt volunteering at the museum
could be the perfect opportunity to utilize the knowledge I had gained. After a very
encouraging chat with Brian Howard I was assigned the task of researching family history
and community enquiries.
My first task went reassuringly well. A lady wished to gather as much information as possible
on her Grandfather, who had been a doctor in Halesworth from the interwar years to the end
of World War II. Using the sources at the Museum I was able not only to ascertain where he
lived and worked and details of the associations with which he was involved but also
additional background family information which helped bring him into sharper focus for his
family. In another study I was able to find out a considerable amount about an enquirer’s
paternal family who had once lived in Wissett Road, most of which had previously been
unknown to them. I have found every new investigation brings with it a fresh challenge which,
once overcome, adds to my knowledge of Halesworth’s past.
With Brian, I am also gathering information on all the Public Houses, past and present, in
Halesworth and the surrounding area so as to create a database. When complete it will enable
anyone visiting the museum to access with ease information on a particular pub or landlord
during any period. The pub, as an institution, has always been a focal point in a community
and there are many interesting stories associated with them to be found in old local
newspapers. We intend to include these on the database in order to bring the study to life.
As for the woman’s name in the Bible – well, I did manage eventually to discover her identity.
The 1851 census revealed her to be a servant aged 22 working in the house named in the front
of the Bible, which was located just outside Diss. I was able to trace her marriage at the age
of 40, a move to Yarmouth and her eventual death in 1902. Finding a name in an old book
like that and learning something of the life behind it illustrates the point - that every name in
an old newspaper, on a census form or a gravestone has a hidden story waiting to be told.

RECORDING TODAY FOR TOMORROW
Pauline Wilcock, the Museum’s Volunteer Co-ordinator, explains how she has risen to the
challenge of making sure that today’s Halesworth stays on record for the future.

As with all places, the face of Halesworth changes through the
years. Organisations come and go, major milestones are celebrated,
new facilities appear, some things come to a close. Recording these
events in a systematic way can be a significant help to future local
historians.
The Suffolk Local History Council runs a Local Recorders Scheme
throughout Suffolk, administering a network of volunteers to ensure
that the ‘present’ is adequately recorded at a local level for the
‘future’. The scheme has been recently revamped and the Museum
was approached this year to provide a Local Recorder for Halesworth. It’s a role I was
interested to take on.
The scheme operates at a parish level, with some parishes being villages of only a few hundred
people, whilst others are large towns with tens of thousands of inhabitants. In terms of
population, Halesworth is somewhere in the middle. Local Recorders note major events and
changes at a degree of detail which reflects the size of the parish. Whilst a small village might
record the topic of every meeting of the local Gardening Society, a larger town needs to record
at a less detailed level. The Museum has been noting significant happenings, referencing
newspaper articles and collecting leaflets and other ephemera relating to major events in
Halesworth this year.
At the end of the year we will submit an annual report to the Suffolk Local History Council
which will be deposited at the Suffolk Record Office and made available to future researchers,
together with the collected items. We will also be posting the annual report for 2015 on our
Museum website sometime early in 2016, so look out for it!

A TRAGEDY RECALLED
75 years ago in January, Halesworth experienced its first and only fatal bombing raid of the
2nd World War. In the early afternoon of 18 January 1941, the Railway Station was bombed.
Herbert William Holland, the Station Master, his wife Hannah Holland, and Joan Elizabeth
Clarke, their servant, perished. Many years later, Miriam Holland, the Station Master’s
daughter recalled that day.

“Station House, Halesworth, was my home for ten years. I went to live there in 1931 with my
parents Herbert and Hannah Holland and my schoolboy brother Walter. We loved the house
which spanned the whole length of the building. We quickly settled into the town, taking part
in many local activities and societies. My father was an enthusiastic member of the local
church, music societies and bowls club. He was well respected both as a local figure and
Station Master.
Joan Clarke came to work in the house for us in 1937. She proved to be a wonderful help and
companion to my mother who was almost blind. Very quickly she became a dear friend and
one of the family, often choosing to spend much of her free time with us.
Joan was still with us in 1939 when we added two charming young evacuees to the Station
House family.
Violet and Mary were little girls from London. They came from a large and very deprived
family and knew nothing of country life and people. They entered a new world and were
fascinated with the work and friends they made at the station. They loved to watch the moving
platform, or pat the horses when Mr. Punchard came up to collect and deliver goods unloaded
from the trains. Then they would spend time helping us work in the station house allotment on
the other side of the railway line. We, and they, were sad when Violet and Mary were moved
in late 1940 to an area of the Midlands. It was felt that they would be safer there.
On 18th January 1941 my shift as a local telephone operator ended at 2.00pm. At 1.55pm we
heard an explosion and the telephone exchange indicator board began to flash the telephone
numbers which were out of use. I recognised the Station House number among them.
However, I was completely unprepared for the scene of disaster and rubble which met me as
I turned into the Station Yard to go home for my dinner... .
Four days later Halesworth stood still. Silent crowds lined the streets as three Union Jack
draped coffins were carried from the church to the cemetery on a railway lorry, the Station’s
final tribute to three of its own.
Station house was never rebuilt.”

The Museum houses a number of reminiscences by local residents and more are being added
as we pursue our programme of oral history recordings. Here John Strebbings, then a teenager,
recorded his memory of the incident.

“That must have been a Saturday morning. Anyhow, I was up London Road talking to one of
the Berkshire Regiment boys, ‘cause the Berkshire Regiment had commandeered the Rifle
Hall. Across the road was what we used to call the Lamb Sale Meadow. Across the road, in
that gateway was one of the Berkshire Regiment. He had a tripod with a Bren on. What
happened was, I stood there talking to him and all of a sudden this plane, a Dornier, came in.
They opened up. He let go a whole canister. That went. But what that done, they must have
thought ‘There’s something going on here’ ‘cause that turned round and come back and I
stood there and they fired at it again and all of a sudden a couple of bombs came down. I
could see them fall and I thought “Well, I know we’re safe, ‘cause I can see them bombs going
down”. And do you know, he dropped them spot on, but that hit the station master’s house.
Another one landed near the signal box. Then one or two landed in the goods yard. There
were all goods lines behind there.
Everybody rushed up there. Father rushed up there. Of course the station master’s house was
just flat. The blokes helped try and dig them out. They dug Mr Holland out and his wife and
they dug Joan Clarke out. Now Joan Clarke was a smashing little girl. She was a mate of my
sister Margaret’s. They were at school together. My sister Margaret had gone into service in
Ipswich and Joan had gone there as a maid. A ginger-haired girl, beautiful girl. They got her
out. That upset father.
But when you look back, you can't really blame the pilot. That was his job, wasn’t it. But if
they hadn’t opened fire on him, he’d have never turned round and come back. I expect he
thought, well there’s something here.”
As we approach the anniversary of the station bombing, the Museum is planning to place
small plaques in the lobby to remember the victims, not only of this tragic incident but also
others who have died in accidents on the railway locally.
The earliest was at Walberswick, when a young man who was in charge of the station was
killed whilst trying to board a train in motion. Buried in Southwold Churchyard, his headstone reads: ‘In Memory of Edward the dearly beloved son of Edward and Mary Ann Court
who lost his life on the Southwold Railway, Nov. 14th, 1883. Aged 17 Years.’
On 15 September 1892, Thomas Cleveland, aged 11 years, son of a farm labourer at Spexhall, was caught between the railway gates and the post at Halesworth Station. Taken to
Patrick Stead Hospital, he died that afternoon. The Halesworth Times, Southwold and General Advertiser reported that he died of internal injuries and consequent shock. A verdict of
Accidental Death was returned.

On 24 December 1926, Harry B Girling, Station Master at Wenhaston, was seriously injured
during shunting operations, and died the same evening.

COMING UP IN 2016
Exhibitions
January to March:
Halesworth Collectables
A personal collection of china, pottery and pictures with a Halesworth
connection.

19 May: David Cain: ‘The 8th in the
East’ : Exploring the legacy of the
8th USAAF in East Anglia
15 September: Harvey Osborne:
‘Captain Swing in Suffolk’: The Agricultural Riots of the 1830s

April to September
In the Workhouse: The Bulcamp
House of Industry
An exhibition to mark the 250th anniversary of the opening of the
Blything House of Industry, later the
Blything Union Workhouse and then
Blythburgh and District Hospital at
Bulcamp. A story marked by rioting,
hardship and compassion.

13 October: Rosemary Hobbitt: ‘Suffolk's Mediaeval Parks’

October to December
Bramfield Finds
An exhibition of finds and objects
contributed by the people of Bramfield and illustrative of the village’s
history

Sat. 14 May
Suffolk Local History Council Day
Meeting in Halesworth
Talks and tours around the town.
Enquire for further details

The Museum Talks:
2016 Series
21 April: Peter Warner: ‘From the
Blyth to the Waveney’: How our parishes emerged

Talks start at 7:30pm in the United
Reformed Church, Quay Street,
Halesworth IP19 8EP.
Admission: £3·00;
Friends of the Museum: £1·50.

Other Museum Events

Sat. 4 June
‘The 8th in The East’ – Oral
History Day:
A day of music, film and memories
of Halesworth and its American ‘visitors’ during the 2nd World War
The Rifle Hall, London Road
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